GOING TOO FAR  Brendan Emmett Quigley (www.brendanemmettquigley.com)

ACROSS
1. ___ bath  (treatment)
5. "Buzz me in!"
10. ___ code
14. West Indian island
15. Doing lunch
16. TYPE LIKE THIS!
17. California wine region
18. French wine region
19. Five Pillars belief
20. Type of hate mail?
22. "Grand" range
23. College where DEVO formed
27. Back from a trip
31. Meshy door part that ventilates
35. Roughed up
37. Needing to hit the gym, say
38. Decaf containers
39. King David's third son
41. Fighting chance?
44. Mythical bird
45. Plummet
47. More authentic
48. Ecstatic feeling
52. Private liaison
53. Small talk
55. Port barrels
58. Classic Vans sneakers style with a funky spelling
63. Mitch Miller's instrument
64. Depressor's request
67. Sunday songs
68. Frida Kahlo's affliction
69. Needed a recharge
70. 2014 Best Supporting Actor
71. Help out
72. Squid's container
73. Mortise fitting

DOWN
1. Dow cousin
2. "Dies ___"
3. 2017 Rock and Roll Hall of Fame inductee
4. Letter-shaped construction piece
5. Breakfast slice
6. Trending marker
7. SeaTac calc.
8. Wrestling legend Flair
9. Compass reading
10. Bar snack?
11. Move, in bizspeak
12. Editorial bias
13. Slippery plants
21. Crown piece
22. [I won't list all the names], briefly
24. Look for evidence
25. Spitball projector
26. "___ Is Born"
27. Inn in Istanbul
28. Encased
29. Like Dante
30. Suffix with crap or pay
32. In a spooky way
33. Tangle up (in)
34. Enclose
36. Suburb of Miami
38. Sacred song
40. Sacred song
42. QB Favre and others
43. ___ chips (trendy snack food)
46. Instagram posting
49. "Sweet!"
51. "Ni-i-i-i-ice"
54. Like some short-term work groups
55. Barry's nightclub
56. Meat on a stick
57. Exclusive
59. MacLachlan of "Twin Peaks"
60. They make a lot of deliveries
61. Suspicious of
62. "The Mick" actress Kaitlin
64. Tip off
65. Talk forever and ever
66. Years of French classes
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